Payments Summit Overview
The Payments Summit is the premier industry event covering all things payments, including FinTech, mobile
wallets, NFC, contactless, EMV, chip technology, open transit systems, mobile identification, authentication,
and more. Attend the 14th annual Payments Summit and get the latest on all of these exciting technologies
and the many business opportunities they can unlock.
2022 will mark the fourth year that the Secure Technology Alliance and the U.S. Payments Forum are
combining the Payments Summit with the U.S. Payments Forum All-Member Meeting, resulting in the most
comprehensive gathering of card and payments professionals than ever before!
Attend the 14th annual Payments Summit and get the insights you need to lead your organization’s payment
initiatives and unlock new business opportunities. One event registration will give you access to all of the 2022
Payments Summit conference sessions, networking receptions, and combined exhibition hall. U.S. Payments
Forum members will have additional access to USPF-only sessions and working committee breakout
meetings that are regularly held at each All-Members Meeting.

A focused payments agenda ...
Emerging Technologies
Innovation promotes industry-wide growth. Explore the emerging technologies that are expanding the
payments experience. Join us as we delve into new advancements in FinTech and learn how automation, API
banking and biometrics are transforming consumer transactions at the point of sale and beyond.
Those interested in gaining a greater understanding of emerging technologies can attend sessions which will
explore:
· Developments in biometrics, including Fingerprint Cards (FPC), facial scanning and sensor implementation
· New advancements in Fintech such as automated consumer payment experiences and Application
Programming Interface (API) banking trends
· Mobility Payments for Transportation and MaaS Services

Hot Topics
Digital and contactless payment trends are taking the industry by storm, experiencing explosive growth
over the past year. Buy now pay later (BNPL), peer-to-peer and e-commerce transactions are picking up
steam, and mounting chip supply challenges are having far-reaching consequences. We dissect each of
these hot topics and analyze their effect on the greater payments landscape.
Influential speakers will also touch on the hot topics that are driving payment trends globally, including:
· Digital and mobile payments and the growing contactless revolution
· Methods for addressing cross-industry chip supply challenges
· Trending transactions, including BNPL, e-commerce and peer-to-peer payments
· Emergent payment fraud, EMV 3DS and additional mitigation strategies

Industry Gamechangers
Technology is constantly evolving, compelling stakeholders to adapt or fall behind. Payment decision-makers
will take a comprehensive look at the key disruptors that are reshaping the way we pay. Discover new
developments in IoT payment platforms and connected devices, find out how cryptocurrency is being utilized
outside the scope of investments and dive into the future of authentication through educational sessions on
mobile driver’s licenses and digital IDs.
The Payments Summit is setting its sights toward the future with informative sessions on the following key
industry gamechangers:
· Cryptocurrency as a practical payment method
· IoT payment platforms and connected device innovations
· The evolution of authentication and ID verification, mobile driver’s licenses (mDL) and digital IDs

Attendees Overview
The Payments Summit attendees represent every section of the payments industry. Our membership and nonmember attendees come from global payments networks, processors, issuing banks, merchant banks,
suppliers, merchants, etc. In each of these categories, we have organizations of all sizes - such as very large
merchants to small, single location stores. The same is true for financial institutions - some are global banks
and others are regional, or credit unions focused on a vertical market. Attendees also represent companies
that are technology or solutions providers that work with companies in the broad payments ecosystem. Titles
range from C-suite executives, to operations management, to marketing, to product management and
engineering. Alliance and Forum working committees have a cross-section of subject matter experts
representing every aspect of payments challenges and best-practices.

Demographic Profile of Past Attendees

The most recent Payments Summit (before Covid began impacting travel) was in 2019. Prior in-person
Payments Summits had over 500 attendees. Our goal for 2022 is to once again host over 500 attendees
through a hybrid meeting with both in-person and virtual sessions.
For more information about the 2022 Payments Summit, or to reserve sponsorship or exhibit space, contact:
Deb Ferril, 612-867-6815, dferril@securetechalliance.org
or
Jaci Sauve, 203-512-0531, jsauve@securetechalliance.org

